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Abstract: Drawing accurate envelopes of a transmittance spectrum is the main factor limiting the accuracy of
characterization of one thin film on transmitting substrate specimens, using the method of Swanepoel. An advanced
algorithm is proposed for computer drawing accurate envelopes, over the entire spectrum, which takes into account the
following issues not considered in the existing algorithms: the wider spectrum for UV/visible/NIR compared to
UV/visible spectrophotometers, the absorption in the substrate, and the increasing demand for accuracy in the spectral
region of strong absorption in the film. This algorithm uses only one-step smoothing the spectrum, and piecewise cubic
Hermite polynomial interpolation which is shown to be superior to cubic spline interpolation for constructing envelopes
of such spectra. Boundary points, additional points, and supplementary points are included in the interpolation. The
performance of the algorithm is demonstrated for two model specimens. Envelopes are also computer drawn for
experimental spectra of two specimens of a-Si film on glass substrates.
Keywords: thin film on glass specimen, transmittance spectrum, two envelopes of the spectrum, computer drawing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical characterization of thin films is required for
numerous engineering applications [1-4]. A review of the
methods for characterization of thin dielectric,
semiconductor, and insulator films, using light
transmittance measurements [5], indicates that one of the
most popular methods is the one proposed by Swanepoel
in 1983 [6]. In this method, the film is positioned on an
almost transparent substrate, and one transmittance
spectrum T(λ) of this specimen is needed, where T is the
transmittance, and λ is the wavelength of light. This
spectrum should exhibit an interference pattern, including
several maxima and minima, which is a result of the light
interference from the top and bottom surfaces of the film
[6-7]. The method uses two smooth envelopes drawn
around the maxima and the minima of the transmittance
spectrum. These envelopes have only several common
tangential points with T(λ), and do not cross it. The upper
envelope T+(λ) lies above T(λ), i.e. T+(λ) ≥ T(λ), and the
lower envelope T-(λ) lies below T(λ), i.e. T-(λ) ≤ T(λ) .
The advantages of the method of Swanepoel are a
combination of: absence of any model for the refractive
index dispersion n(λ) or the spectrum; and high accuracy
due to using additional information from both envelopes,
and from the positions of the interference fringes of the
spectrum [5-6].
Drawing accurate envelopes is recognized to be the main
factor limiting the accuracy of optical characterizations
using the method of Swanepoel – see [6] and [8]. The first
algorithm for computer drawing envelopes of spectra,
Copyright to IARJSET

exhibiting interference pattern, has been proposed by
McClain et al. in 1991 [9]. It is based mathematically on
B-spline interpolation, and multi-step iteration of splines
for determining the tangential points. In [9], the envelopes
are drawn only along tangential points positioned close to
apparent extrema of T(λ). Such tangential points though
occur only in the spectral region of negligible to medium
absorption in the film [6], which limits the spectral region
of applicability of the algorithm. Nevertheless, this
algorithm is often-used for drawing envelopes of
transmittance spectra, in optical characterization by the
method of Swanepoel [10-11].
Furthermore, in [9] are shown computed data for n(λ =
300÷700 nm) of a film (Y2O3 )0.9:(SiO2)0.1 of the rare earth
element Ittrium. It is also known that a very large number
of materials of thin films satisfy the single-oscillator
model, whereat the dependence of (n2 -1)-1 versus (λ-2) is
approximated by a straight line, representing a plot for the
Wemple-DiDomenico model [12-14]. In this regard, we
made such a plot, using the data for the (Y2O3 )0.9:(SiO2)0.1
film from [9], which showed that they do not satisfy the
Wemple-DiDomenico model. On the other hand, more
resent computed data for n(λ = 210÷1250 nm) of films
(Gd2O3)x:(SiO2)1-x for x=0÷1 of another rare earth element
Gadollinium show that the Wemple-DiDomenico model is
satisfied for these films [15]. This controversy would be
attributed to drawing inaccurate envelopes of the
respective transmittance spectrum in [9].
One difficulty in drawing envelopes of T(λ) is that,
especially for relatively thin films, the inspected spectrum
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often contains too small number of maxima and minima,
which hampers constructing accurate envelopes. To
address this problem, Minkov and Swanepoel proposed
another algorithm for computer drawing envelopes of
T(λ), with interference pattern, of a thin film on a
transmitting substrate in 1992 [16]. In their algorithm,
some ‘boundary points’ and ’additional points’ are also
used in constructing both envelopes. ‘Boundary points’ are
calculated at the longest wavelength of the spectrum at
900 nm, assuming that both the film and the substrate are
transparent there. In the spectral region of medium
absorption in the film, ‘additional points’ can occur at
wavelengths where the first derivative T’(λ) > 0 has a
local minimum or maximum [16]. In the region of strong
absorption in the film, the two envelopes converge, and
T(λ)→0 with decreasing the wavelength.
It is
recommended only two ‘additional points’ to be
introduced there, but their positions are not specified [16].
The algorithm from [16] uses ‘linear’ approach and
‘parabolic’ approach, for creating cubic splines, in the
region of negligible film absorption and in the rest of the
inspected spectrum, respectively. The algorithm is
complicated, employing compound splines to determine a
single tangential point, which hinders its applicability.
Notably, the algorithm from [16] was developed for
optical characterization employing spectra obtained by
UV/visible spectrophotometers. Using UV/visible/NIR
spectrophotometers though results in dealing with wider
spectra. In particular, increasing the longest wavelength of
the spectrum, from 900 nm to 2500 nm, leads to arising
notable absorption in the commonly used glass substrates,
especially at λ > 1700 nm [17]. In this case, the boundary
conditions for the envelopes at the longest wavelength of
the transmittance spectrum, from [16], need some
amendment to account for the substrate absorption.
Furthermore, there has been an increasing interest to
optical characterization in the region of strong absorption
for studying the dielectric properties of films, e.g. for
determining the dominant electron transitions through the
bandgap by using a Tauc plot [18-19]. This process can be
facilitated by drawing more accurate envelopes of T(λ) in
the region of strong absorption, based on including
‘supplementary points’ in this region.
The method of Swanepoel was expanded by Marquez et
al. in 2002 [17], to account for both the variable thickness
of the film, and the absorption in the substrate. The
variable film thickness results in shrinking the
transmittance spectrum, and the absorption in the substrate
leads to decreasing T+(λ) and T-(λ) by the same factor.
Since both of these effects decrease the difference T+(λ)-T(λ) for each λ, and a new parameter of the variable film
thickness is introduced, accurate optical characterization in
this general case requires drawing even more accurate
envelopes, compared to the original method of Swanepoel
[6].
The need for improvement the existing algorithms for
computer drawing the envelopes of transmittance spectra
is also indicated by the tens of requests, for providing and
Copyright to IARJSET

advancing the respective computer code, which the
authors of the algorithm [16] received from other thin film
researchers.
The main goal of the study described here was to develop
an advanced algorithm for drawing accurate envelopes of
transmittance spectrum with interference pattern, of a thin
film on a substrate, which addresses all of the described
above problems for drawing accurate envelopes.
Development of such an algorithm represents a basis for
very accurate and model free optical characterization of
dielectric, semiconductor, and insulator thin films.
II. THE ADVANCED ALGORITHM FOR
DRAWING ACCURATE ENVELOPES OF
TRANSMITTANCE SPECTRA OF THIN FILM ON
SUBSTRATE SPECIMENS
An easy way to comply with the conference paper
formatting requirements is to use this document as a
template and simply type your text into it.
During the development of such an algorithm, we had
three main objectives: selecting a superior interpolation
technique for this type of spectra; introducing accurate
‘boundary points’, ‘additional points’, and ‘supplementary
points’ allowing drawing accurate envelopes over the
entire inspected spectrum; and obtaining a simpler
algorithm compared to the algorithms from [9] and [16].
A block diagram of the proposed advanced algorithm, for
drawing envelopes of transmittance spectrum with
interference pattern of thin film specimens, is shown in
Figure 1.
The individual steps of this algorithm are as follows:
2.1 Obtain and digitize the transmittance spectrum T(λ).
The spectrum is obtained by a spectrophotometer. This
process introduces noise to the true spectrum, which is
typically within ±0.2 % [20-21].
2.2 Derive smoothed spectrum Tsm(λ). This process should
eliminate fake maxima and minima, without any notable
interference pattern smoothing. Markedly, T(λ) of thicker
films contains larger number of apparent peaks, due to
validity of the interference condition [6]. Moreover, the
shoulders of the peaks are wider at longer wavelengths,
due to the same reason.
Based on the above, for spectra with more than 10
apparent peaks, we smooth the inspected spectrum by
using a ‘robust locally weighted scatterplot smoothing
approach’, i.e. robust LOESS [22]. For spectra with less
than 10 apparent peaks, we use ‘Savitzky-Golay filter
approach’ [23] in the region of negligible absorption if the
film, where the upper envelope T+(λ) does not change
significantly with λ, and LOESS in the rest of the
spectrum. For all spectra we dealt with, a suitable choice
of the only parameter of the respective smoothing
approach leads to completing the smoothing process in
just one step of the approach, and no further smoothing is
necessary.
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2.3 Find the maxima points TM(λM) and the minima points
Tm(λm) of the smoothed spectrum. All transmittances and
wavelengths for the maxima points TM(λM) of the
smoothed spectrum, and for its minima points Tm(λm), are
determined by running the freely available ‘peakdet’ code
[24] only once. The only parameter in this code represents
the minimal prescribed difference between the
transmittances for each apparent adjacent maximum and
minimum points. The value of this parameter is chosen by
a preliminary inspection of the smoothed spectrum.

T± λi =

T 0± λi

(2)

x s λi

where T± is the transmittance including the substrate
absorption for the respective envelope, xs is the substrate
absorbance, and λi = λL , λ1 , or λ2 [25]. Replacing Eq. (2)
in Eq. (1) leads to the following formula for the ‘boundary
points’ T±(λL) of the two envelopes at the longest
wavelength of the smoothed spectrum:
T± λL = xs (λL )

T ± λ1
x s λ1

+

T ± λ1
x s λ1

−

T ± λ2

λL −λ1 λ2

x s λ2

(λ1 − λ2 )λL

(3)

Furthermore, Eq. (3) can be rewritten as:
S± λL =

x s (λL )
x s λ1

−1

T ± λ1
(λL − λ1 )

+

T ± λ1
x s λ1

−

…………………… (4)

T ± λ2

λ2 x s (λL )

x s λ2

(λ1 − λ2 )λL

where S±(λL) is the boundary slope of the respective
envelope at λL. Therefore, Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) represent the
boundary condition at the longest wavelength of the
smoothed spectrum, provided that the substrate absorbance
xs(λ) = exp(-4πksts/λ) is known, where ks(λ) is the
extinction coefficient of the substrate, and ts is its
thickness.
In the region of medium film absorption, for wavelengths
smaller than all apparent maxima and minima of the
inspected spectrum i.e. λ < min(λM,λm), both the
transmittance and the distance between the two envelopes
decrease with decreasing λ, due to increasing film
absorption. Therefore, there can often be included one or
even two pairs of ‘additional points’ TM(λMad) and Tm(λmad)
for constructing more accurate upper and lower envelope,
respectively. TM(λMad) and Tm(λmad) correspond to a
maximum and a minimum of the first derivative of the
smoothed spectrum, which has a positive value Tsm’(λ)>0
in this spectral region. These ‘additional points’ were
Fig. 1 The advanced algorithm for computer drawing
introduced in [16], and are determined here by using the
envelopes of transmittance spectrum T(λ) exhibiting
‘peakdet’ code with respect to the first derivative of the
interference pattern.
smoothed spectrum. With further decreasing λ into the
region of strong film absorption, both Tsm(λ) and its first
2.4 Determine ‘boundary points’, ‘additional points’, and
derivative Tsm’(λ) decrease towards zero, and the two
‘supplementary points’ for two envelopes of the smoothed
envelopes converge. It turns out that the ‘convergence
spectrum. For negligible absorption in the substrate, in the
point’ T±(λC) can be defined as:
common case of small variation of the refractive index
n(λ) in the region of negligible film absorption, the T±’’(λC) = max[Tsm’’(λ)], for λ < min(λM,, λMa)
(5)
transmittance T0±(λL) at the longest wavelength λL of the
smoothed spectrum, for both its upper envelope and lower or as the wavelength λC providing a maximal second
derivative of the smoothed spectrum in the region of
envelope, has been expressed as:
strong film absorption. Moreover, all points T±(λSs) from
λ −λ λ
T0± λL = T0± λ1 + [T0± λ1 − T0± λ2 ] L 1 2 (1) the smoothed spectrum for which:
(λ1 − λ2 )λL

where λ1 and λ2 < λ1 are the wavelengths for the two
longest wavelength apparent maxima or minima of the
inspected spectrum [16].
When UV/visible/NIR spectrophotometer and glass
substrate are used though, the substrate absorption should
be taken into account, in the boundary conditions for the
envelopes, at λl . On the other hand, using flow graphs
theory indicates that the following approximation is valid
in this case:
Copyright to IARJSET

0 < T±(λSs) ≤ T±(λC), or λS ≤ λSs≤ λC

(6)

where λS is the shortest wavelength of the inspected
spectrum, i.e. Tsm(λS) > 0,
should be used as
‘supplementary points’ for drawing accurate envelopes in
the region of strong film absorption. Therefore, all
‘supplementary points’ T±(λSs) and their respective slope
S±(λSs) of the smoothed spectrum represent the boundary
condition for both envelopes at the short wavelength end
of the inspected spectrum.
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2.5 Interpolate two pseudo-envelopes TM(λ) and Tm(λ)
along the maxima and the minima points of the smoothed
spectrum. At the beginning of this step, all maxima points
TM(λM), ‘boundary point’, ‘additional points’, and
‘supplementary points’ for the upper envelope are set in
order of decreasing their wavelengths. A pseudo-envelope
TM(λ) is interpolated next to pass through all of these
points, spreading over the entire inspected spectrum, by
using a ‘piecewise cubic Hermite interpolating
polynomial’ (PCHIP) [25]. The same procedure is
repeated then for interpolating a pseudo-envelope Tm(λ)
passing through all minima points Tm(λm), ‘boundary
point’, ‘additional points’, and ‘supplementary points’ for
the lower envelope.
In most practical cases, the film absorption increases
sharply with decreasing the wavelength, which leads to
sharply decreasing transmittance [6]. On the other hand,
PCHIP is perceived to interpolate better a sharply
changing function, compared to ‘piecewise cubic spline’
(PCS) [26]. Due to the above two reasons, we employ
mostly PCHIP interpolation in this paper. It should be
noted, that this PCHIP does not use the slopes S±(λL) and
S±(λSs) of the smoothed spectrum, at both ends of the
inspected spectrum, but PCS interpolation uses them.
2.6 Compute the tangential points T+(λt+) and T-(λt-)
between the smoothed spectrum and its two pseudoenvelopes. In the beginning of this step are calculated the
first derivatives of the smoothed spectrum and its two
pseudo-envelopes, for all wavelengths of the inspected
spectrum. The function DM(λ) = |Tsm’(λ) – TM’(λ)|
represents an absolute value of the difference between the
first derivatives of the transmittance of the smoothed
spectrum, and of its pseudo-envelope along the maxima
points. The tangential points T+(λt+) between Tsm(λ) and
TM(λ) are computed next by finding the local minima of
the function DM with respect to the wavelength, whereat
λC < λt+ < λL , using the ‘peakdet’ code. The only
parameter in this code represents the minimal prescribed
value of this function around each of the apparent maxima
of Tsm(λ). The value of this parameter is chosen by a
preliminary inspection of the function DM(λ). The same
procedure is repeated then for computing the tangential
points T-(λt-) between Tsm(λ) and Tm(λ), by finding the
local minima of the function Dm(λ) = |Tsm’(λ) – T m’(λ)|
with respect to the wavelength, whereat λC < λt- < λL . As a
part of computing the tangential points between the
smoothed spectrum and its two pseudo-envelopes, the
possible pairs of additional points TM(λMad) and Tm(λmad)
become T+(λMa) and T_(λma), respectively.
2.7 Interpolate and draw two envelopes T +(λ) and T-(λ)
along the maxima tangential points and the minima
tangential points. The tangential points T+(λt+), the
‘boundary point’ T+(λL), and the ‘supplementary points’
T+(λSs) are considered to belong to the upper envelope of
the spectrum T(λ) . Therefore, the upper envelope T+(λ) is
interpolated to pass through all of these points, spreading
over the entire inspected spectrum, by using PCHIP.
Copyright to IARJSET

Similarly, the lower envelope T-(λ) of the spectrum is
interpolated, by using PCHIP, to pass through all of the
tangential points T-(λt-), the ‘boundary point’ T-(λL), and
the ’supplementary points’ T-(λSs).
In the next two chapters are shown four Figures containing
a transmittance spectrum, and its computer drawn
envelopes. On these Figures are represented by open
circles: all of the tangential points between the respective
smoothed spectrum and its two envelopes; the ‘boundary
points’ T+(λL) and T_(λL) ; the possible pairs of ‘additional
points’ T+(λMa) and T_(λma); and the ‘convergence point’
T±(λC).
III. DRAWING ENVELOPES FOR MODEL
SPECIMENS
The performance of the proposed algorithm is
demonstrated for two model specimens representing one
thin semiconductor film, with refractive index
nλ =
λ

3 x 10 5

+ 2.6 and extinction coefficient

λ2
1.5 x 10 6 /λ2 – 8

k λ =

x 10
, positioned on a transparent
substrate, with refractive index ns(λ) = 1.51 and extinction
coefficient ks(λ) = 0 , where λ (nm), at normal incidence of
spectrophotometric light [16]. The extinction coefficient of
this film increases sharply with decreasing the wavelength,
which leads to sharply declining envelopes in the short
wavelength side of the transmittance spectrum [6], thus
imposing challenges to computer drawing its envelopes.
The transmittance spectrum of such model specimen, and
its two known true envelopes are calculated, for a given
thickness of the film, using formulae presented in [27].
Moreover, ±0.2% noise is added to this calculated
transmittance spectrum, to emulate the spectrophotometric
noise. Since the number of apparent peaks in the spectrum
T λ is proportional to the thickness of the film, due to the
interference condition, drawing accurate envelopes of
transmittance spectrum is more difficult for thinner films.
Therefore, initially is investigated drawing envelopes, for
the first model specimen, when the thickness of the film is
d = 500 nm. In this case, the following types of upper and
lower envelopes of the transmittance spectrum are
computed: the known true envelopes of T λ , envelopes
obtained using PCHIP interpolation at steps 2.5 and 2.7 of
the algorithm, and envelopes using PCS interpolation at
steps 2.5 and 2.7. It should be noted that the used PCHIP
interpolation does not employ any boundary slopes of the
smoothed spectrum, whereas the used PCS employs S±(λL)
and S±(λS). The noisy transmittance spectrum, and its
respectively computed envelopes are shown in Figure 2. In
this case, one pair of ‘additional points’ TM(λMa) and
Tm(λma) is included, before interpolating the respective
pseudo-envelopes TM(λ) and Tm(λ), when using either of
PCHIP or PCS interpolation
4π

As seen from Figure 2, using PCHIP interpolation
provides accurate envelopes, positioned close to the
respective true envelopes, even for a relatively thin film
with sharply declining envelopes in the short wavelength
side of the transmittance spectrum.
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As seen from Figure 3, PCHIP interpolation provides
almost perfect envelopes for the second model specimen
with 1000 nm thick film. Moreover, a comparison between
Figure 2 and Figure 3 indicates that PCHIP interpolated
envelopes are more accurate for thicker films.
IV. DRAWING ENVELOPES OF EXPERIMENTAL
TRANSMITTANCE SPECTRA
To exhibit the performance of the algorithm for drawing
envelopes to actual specimens, envelopes are PCHIP
interpolated and drawn for two experimental transmittance
spectra. A transmittance spectrum, and its two envelopes
is shown in Figure 4a, for a vacuum sputtered a-Si film
with a thickness of about 780 nm on 0.9 mm thick CNG09
Corning glass substrate. In this case, one pair of
Fig. 2 Transmittance spectrum for the first model ‘additional points’ TM(λMa) and Tm(λma) is included, before
specimen with a film thickness d = 500 nm and ±0.2 % interpolating the respective pseudo-envelopes TM(λ) and
noise, and its envelopes. T(λ) - dotted line (…..); the true Tm(λ).
envelopes of T λ - dashed lines (- - -); the envelopes
obtained using PCHP interpolation at steps 1.5 and 1.7 of Another transmittance spectrum, and its two envelopes is
the algorithm - solid lines (___); and the envelopes represented in Figure 4b, for another vacuum sputtered aobtained using PCS interpolation at steps 1.5 and 1.7 - Si film with a thickness of about 3930 nm on 3.28 mm
thick Borofloat33 Schott glass substrate. In this case, there
dash-dot lines (-·-·-).
are no ‘additional points’ TM(λMa) and Tm(λma) included,
Apparently, using PCS interpolation leads to drawing before interpolating the pseudo-envelopes TM(λ), and
inaccurate envelopes in the short wavelength side of the Tm(λ).
reflection spectrum. Moreover, the data from Figure 2
indicate that using PCHIP provides accurate envelopes, in Figure 4 illustrates that the algorithm for computer
comparison with using PCS, even though PCS employs drawing envelopes of transmittance spectra, with
boundary slopes of the smoothed spectrum, and PCHIP interference pattern, provides envelopes with a good
does not employ boundary slopes. Another noisy quality, for thin films with disparate thicknesses.
transmittance spectrum, its known true envelopes, and
PCHIP interpolated envelopes are represented in Figure 3,
for the second model specimen with a film thickness d =
1000 nm. In this case, there are no ‘additional points’
TM(λMa) and Tm(λma) included, before interpolating the
respective pseudo-envelopes TM(λ) and Tm(λ).

Fig. 3 Transmittance spectrum for the second model
specimen with a film thickness d = 1000 nm and ±0.2 %
noise, and its envelopes. T(λ) - dotted line (…..); the true
envelopes - dashed lines (- - -); and the PCHIP
interpolated envelopes - solid lines (___).
Copyright to IARJSET
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Fig. 4 Transmittance spectrum and its two PCHIP thickness variation and notable substrate absorption, which
interpolated envelopes, for: (a) about 780 nm thick a-Si has been precarious using the existing algorithms for
film on 0.9 mm thik CNG09 Corning glass substrate. (b) computer drawing envelopes of transmittance spectra [17].
about 3930 nm thick a-Si film on 3.28 mm thick
Borofloat33 Schott glass substrate.
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V. DISCUSSION
The proposed algorithm for computer drawing envelopes
of transmittance spectra T(λ) with interference pattern, of
specimens representing a thin film on a substrate, has
several advantages with respect to the existing algorithms
[9] and [16], as a result of its following features:
- It is shown here that PHIP interpolation provides
envelopes which fit better the true envelopes of such
spectra, than the conventional PCS interpolation. This is
due to the disparate values of the first derivative T’(λ) in
the regions of small, medium, and strong absorption in the
film. Therefore, PCHIP interpolation is employed in this
algorithm.
- It uses accurate ‘boundary points’ T±(λL) at the longest
wavelength of the spectrum. This is achieved by taking
into account the substrate absorption, since it is usually
larger in the near-infrared and the short-infrared regions,
than in the UV and the visible regions. Besides, using
accurate ‘boundary points’ at λL leads to accurate
determination of the tangential points around the first
apparent maximum and minimum, adjacent to λL, , which
might not be the case e.g. when no boundary conditions
are used.
- The ‘convergence point’ T±(λC) is introduced, where the
two envelopes converge, in the region of strong film
absorption. The use of T±(λC), whereas including the
possible pairs of ‘additional points’ TM(λMa) and Tm(λma),
increases the envelopes accuracy in the medium film
absorption region.
- All points of the smoothed spectrum, for wavelengths
λS ≤ λSs≤ λC , are introduced and used as ‘supplementary
points’ T±(λSs). This preserves the whole transmittance
spectrum information in the strong film absorption region.
- It is simpler mathematically, since it smooths the
spectrum in only one step, does not use multi-step
iteration, neither compound spline.
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